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Asian houbara bustard
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speed as environmental connectivity increases with proximity to
destination (17). Wind, while not necessarily informative about
conditions at destinations, can influence departure decisions by
birds, with tailwinds favorable (18, 19) and headwinds not (20). Both
theory (2) and modeling (15) suggest that environmental cues that
are reliable indicators of conditions between sites will be involved
in individual migration departure decisions, but this remains to be
demonstrated quantitatively. To date, studies relating timing of
migration to weather variables, particularly temperature, have been
limited to correlations between spring passage/arrival dates and local
breeding site conditions (9, 13, 17, 21, 22) and, more recently, between weather conditions at stopover/wintering areas and passage
dates (16, 23), but not the local cues at the actual departure site that
potentially influence the individual decisions underlying these
patterns. While individuals can change their schedule between years
(24), the functional link between external environment cues and
individual migration departure dates, and how this translates into
population-level responses, have not previously been demonstrated
(21). Understanding individual behavior is needed to resolve the
mechanism by which phenological change arises and thus predict
how populations may respond to a changing climate; phenotypic
plasticity and microevolution provide plausible but competing
explanations (16).
Evidence to date suggests that birds’ migration departure decisions
are under endogenous control in response to external cues (12). The
identity of the particular cue should be apparent if its value during
departure is similar (individually repeatable) across multiple migrations by the same individual. We tested the roles of three a priori
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Significance
Whether migratory populations are preadapted or constrained
in responding to global climate change largely depends on which
cues individuals use when deciding to start their migration. The
identity of these cues is revealed by whether response thresholds
are consistent within, but differ between, individuals (“repeatability”). By satellite tracking 48 individuals across multiple migrations, we show that 1) Asian houbara used the environmental
cue of local temperature, which was correlated between wintering and breeding grounds, to time their spring migration departure; 2) departure responses to temperature varied between
individuals but were individually repeatable; and 3) individuals’
use of temperature as a cue allowed for adaptive populationlevel change in migration timing, relative to annual variation in
spring temperatures.
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A

fundamental mystery in avian migration biology has been the
identity of the cues that individual birds use to start migrating
in order to exploit seasonally favorable conditions in geographically
different areas (1, 2). To maximize their fitness, individuals should
time their journey so as to reach their destination when conditions
are optimal (3, 4); mistiming can have costs (5). Understanding the
cues that trigger migration is key to understanding the mechanisms
underlying recent advances in the timing of migration schedules
(6–11) and to predicting future migratory responses to climate and
land-use change (7, 12–14). If the environment at a destination was
stable between years, an individual’s timing of migration could simply
depend on an internal “circannual rhythm” or a fixed external cue,
such as photoperiod (12). However, environmental conditions at
destinations, and therefore also the optimal time to depart for them,
vary between years, so the trigger for an individual to migrate is likely
to be an external environmental cue (2).
To yield useful information, environmental cues at a departure
site must be temporally correlated with conditions at the target
destination (15). Short- and intermediate-distance migrants are more
likely to have strong correlations between conditions at departure
sites and destinations, with an early spring at a wintering site indicating an early spring at the breeding site, whereas long-distance
(e.g., transequatorial) migrants may use weather cues at the wintering
site (16) or fixed departure times but then adjust their migration
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A fundamental issue in migration biology is how birds decide when
to start their journey, given that arriving too early or too late in a
variable environment reduces individual fitness. Internal circannual
regulation and predictable cues such as photoperiod prepare birds
for migration, while variable external cues such as temperature and
wind are thought to fine-tune departure times; however, this has
not been demonstrated at the key point at which an individual animal decides to start migrating. In theory, environmental cues correlated between departure and arrival sites allow informed departure
decisions. For 48 satellite-tracked Asian houbara Chlamydotis macqueenii, a medium-distance migrant with climatic connectivity between wintering and breeding areas, each tracked across multiple
years, spring departure was under individually consistent temperature conditions, with greater individual repeatability than for photoperiod or wind. Individuals occupied a range of wintering sites
latitudinally spanning 1,200 km but departed at lower temperatures from more northerly latitudes. These individual departure decisions produced earlier mean population-level departure and arrival
dates in warmer springs. Phenological adjustments were fully compensatory, because individuals arrived on the breeding grounds under similar temperature conditions each year. Individuals’ autumn
departure decisions were also repeatable for temperature but less
distinct than for spring, likely because of relaxed time constraints on
leaving breeding grounds and the use of wind as a supplementary
departure cue. We show that individual-level departure decisions informed by local temperatures can preadapt a population to adjust its
population-level phenology in response to annual variability in spring
temperatures without requiring genetic change in reaction thresholds.
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environmental cues—photoperiod, temperature, and favorable/
adverse (south–north) wind velocity—on individual migration departure decisions in spring and autumn by analyzing satellite tracking
data from 48 adult Asian houbara Chlamydotis macqueenii from
three different breeding populations in Uzbekistan across 8 y (averaging three migrations per individual for each season; Fig. 1). We
explored how individual differences in responses to each cue are
related to individual departure latitude, as this can influence departure dates (25) and as environmental conditions may vary along a
geographic gradient of wintering sites. We also related populationlevel mean departure and arrival dates to annual mean spring and
autumn temperatures at the breeding site, as a test of the populationlevel phenological response to annual environmental variability. Finally, we tested how the temperature at individual arrival in spring
was related to annual mean spring breeding site temperatures, hypothesizing that there would be no relation if phenological changes
were adaptive and fully compensatory, such that birds arrive at the
breeding grounds under consistent conditions despite annual variation in weather.
Results
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Individual Repeatability of Departure Cues. For spring migratory
departure from the wintering site, individuals showed a repeatable
response to temperature (R = 0.436 ± 0.09, P < 0.001 controlling

for sex, Fig. 2 A and D) with a population-level mean departure
temperature of 29.1 °C ± 0.8 SE (Fig. 2A, −6.59 °C ± 1.6 SE cooler
for males, Δ Akaike Information Criterion [AICc] = 16.75). Repeatability with respect to temperature was significantly greater (z =
7.984, degrees of freedom [DF] = 1,998, and P < 0.001; Fig. 2D)
than for photoperiod, which was also repeatable (R = 0.255 ± 0.10
and P = 0.004 controlling for sex; Fig. 2D) with a population-level
mean of 11.5 h of daylight ± 0.04 SE at departure (Fig. 2B, −0.20 h
shorter for males; ΔAICc = 3.00). In sex-specific models of repeatability, temperature was the only repeatable cue for males (R =
0.560 ± 0.142 and P < 0.01; Fig. 2D), with significantly greater
repeatability with respect to this cue than females (z = 10.02, DF =
1,998, and P < 0.001), while females showed repeatable behavior
with respect to both temperature (R = 0.335 ± 0.117 and P = 0.001;
Fig. 2D) and, more weakly (z = 3.155, DF = 1,998, and P = 0.001;
Fig. 2D), photoperiod (R = 0.268 ± 0.120 and P = 0.008; Fig. 2D).
Individuals did not show repeatable behavior with respect to wind
velocity at departure (R = 0.138 ± 0.09 and P = 0.08; Fig. 2D), but
the population-level mean indicated exploitation of weak spring
wind velocities toward the north (mean 0.93 metres per second
[m/s] ± 0.26 SE), with no difference between the sexes (Fig. 2C;
ΔAICc = −0.26). Null scenario simulations showed the observed
R for temperature was significantly higher (SI Appendix, Fig. S1;
z = −0.107, DF = 999, and P = 7.97 × 10−27) than could be expected

Fig. 1. Spring and autumn migration of individual Asian houbara between breeding areas in Uzbekistan and wintering sites across southern Central Asia.
Filled dots denote departure and hollow dots arrival locations. Background colors of the maps are the 8-d mean MODIS-derived land-surface daytime
temperatures for the mean spring (February 27, 11.3 d SD) and autumn (October 17, 23.5 d SD) departure dates. The lower circular histograms show the
prevailing wind directions and speed for the 25 d preceding the mean departure dates.
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Fig. 2. Conditions of three potential migration departure cues, temperature (A), day length (B), and wind (C) at wintering sites during multiple spring migration
departures (133) of individual Asian houbara (n = 45), showing annual values (dots) of individuals (linked by vertical line) sorted by sex and ranked by individual
mean. (D) Individual repeatability (R) of the three migratory departure cues during consecutive spring departures showing the proportions of total populationlevel variance, explained by consistent, repeated individual behavior that is shown separately for all birds, sexes combined (black dots and bar), females (red), and
males (black). Estimated repeatability does not differ significantly from zero (N.S.) where the 95% CI bar touches R = 0 (gray dotted horizontal line). Separately,
for sexes combined, female, and male estimates, significant differences between cue-specific R estimates are shown with a horizontal bar and the P value but are
not compared if one or more R estimate is N.S. (E) Mean individual temperatures at spring migration departure sites related to the mean latitude from which an
individual Asian houbara departed. (F–H) The relation between annual mean spring temperature on the breeding grounds (8-d means that span the interannual
mean of spring departure date, February 27, during springs from 2014 to 2020, with the year shown above the data) and individual spring migration departure
(F) and arrival (G) dates and the temperature (H) at migration arrival sites on the arrival dates. Model means and relationships (separately for male and female)
were estimated from GLMMs, including the fixed effect of sex and individual ID as a random factor, which are shown as colored lines with SEs.

(R = 0.265 ± 0.041 SD) solely from individual site fidelity and
spatiotemporal correlation in temperatures within the geographic
spread of spring departure sites (SI Appendix, Methods S1). In contrast, for daylength the observed repeatability (SI Appendix, Fig. S1,
z = −0.615, DF = 999, and P = 0.539) did not differ from the null
repeatability (R = 0.247 ± 0.009 SD).
For autumn migratory departure, individuals showed a repeatable response to both temperature (R = 0.678 ± 0.07 SE and P <
0.001 controlling for sex; Fig. 3 A and D) and photoperiod (R =
0.724 ± 0.06 SE and P < 0.001; Fig. 3 B and D). Repeatability with
respect to these cues did not differ significantly (z = −2.35, DF =
1,998, and P = 0.018; nonsignificant after adjustment for the critical
alpha value = 0.016 over multiple comparisons) potentially due to
high collinearity between these cues (r = −0.905, DF = 150, and
P < 0.001, SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Mean population-level departure
conditions were 27.8 °C ± 1.4 SE (Fig. 3A; x −6.91 °C ± 2.7 SE
cooler for males and ΔAICc = 3.487), and 11.1 h of daylight ± 0.12
SE (Fig. 3B; similar between the sexes, ΔAICc = 0.67). Sex-specific
Burnside et al.
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models of repeatability gave similar values to the combined estimates
(Fig. 3D), and estimates of R did not differ between the sexes for
either temperature (z = −0.702, DF = 1,998, and P = 0.483) or
photoperiod (z = −0.764, DF = 1,998, and P = 0.445). In contrast
to spring, wind velocity at autumn departure was individually repeatable (R = 0.432 ± 0.10 SE and P < 0.001; Fig. 3D), and at a
population level, birds exploited fast winds toward the south
(x = −2.47 m/s ± 0.228 SE; Fig. 3C) with no difference between
the sexes (ΔAICc = 1.49). However, repeatability with respect to
wind was weaker than for either temperature (Fig. 3D; z = 13.836,
DF = 1,998, and P < 0.001) or photoperiod (Fig. 3D; z = −6.62,
DF = 1,998, and P < 0.001). Sex-specific models showed males had a
significantly higher repeatability for wind conditions at departure
than females (z = 4.03, DF = 1,998, and P < 0.001; Fig. 3D).
Latitude. The mean temperature at which an individual left its wintering site during spring was colder for more northerly wintering
latitudes (β = −1.155 ± 0.139 SE, controlling for sex for which
PNAS | 3 of 7
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Fig. 3. Conditions of three potential migration departure cues, temperature (A), daylength (B), and wind (C) at postbreeding sites during multiple autumn
migration departures (152) of individual Asian houbara (n = 48 individuals), showing annual values (dots) of individuals (linked by vertical line) sorted by sex
and ranked by individual mean. (D) Individual repeatability (R) of the three migratory departure cues during consecutive autumn departures showing the
proportions of total population-level variance explained by consistent repeated individual behavior. Estimated repeatability does not differ significantly from
zero (N.S.), where the 95% CI bar touches R = 0 (shown as gray dotted horizontal line). Separately, for sexes combined, female, and male estimates, significant
differences between cue-specific R estimates are shown with a horizontal bar and the P value but are not compared if one or more R estimate is N.S. (E) Mean
individual temperatures at autumn migration departure sites related to the mean latitude from which an individual Asian houbara departed. (F and G) The
relationship between annual mean spring temperature on the breeding grounds (8-d means that span the interannual mean autumn departure date, October
17, during autumns from 2013 to 2019 with the year shown above the data) and individual autumn migration departure (F) and arrival (G) dates. Model
means and relationships (separately for male and female) were estimated from GLMMs, including the fixed effect of sex and individual ID as a random factor,
which are shown as colored lines with SEs.

ΔAICc = 45.48 on removal; Fig. 2E and SI Appendix, Table S1).
The gradient of this relationship was similar (t70 = −0.022, P = 0.491,
two-tailed Student’s t test) to that of temperature to latitude across
Central Asia in February (β = −1.223 ± 0.182 SE; SI Appendix, Figs.
S3 and S4). In contrast, there was no support for a relation of spring
departure date, photoperiod, or wind to latitude (SI Appendix,
Tables S2–S4). For autumn departure decisions, the temperature
response was again related to latitude (β = −0.892 ± 0.429 SE,
controlling for sex for which ΔAICc = 2.07 on removal; Fig. 3E
and SI Appendix, Table S5), with the gradient of this relationship
again similar (t70 = −1.078, P = 0.143, two-tailed Student’s t test) to
that of temperature to latitude across Central Asia during October
(β = −1.062 ± 0.118, SI Appendix, Figs. S3 and S4). There was no
relation of autumn departure date, photoperiod, or wind to latitude
(SI Appendix, Tables S6–S8).
Population-Level Phenology. In spring, the overall mean populationlevel departure date was 27 February, SD = 11.3 d, but this varied
between years (ΔAICc = 16.13 on removal of year [2014 to 2020]
from a model controlling for sex but excluding 2012 and 2013
during which only three individuals were tracked; SI Appendix,
Fig. S5). Both mean annual spring departure from the wintering
4 of 7 | PNAS
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site (Fig. 2F; ΔAICc = 14.62 on removal of year from a model
controlling for sex) and arrival at the breeding grounds (Fig. 2G;
ΔAICc = 34.67) were earlier in years with warmer mean spring
temperatures. In contrast, the temperatures at which individuals
arrived on the breeding grounds did not vary with mean annual spring
temperature (ΔAICc = −1.97 on removal of term) with a slope (β =
0.059 ± 0.135 SE) that did not differ from zero (t = 0.435, P =
0.664 two-tailed Student’s t test), indicating that individual adjustment
of phenology was sufficient to enable birds to arrive on the breeding
grounds at a similar temperature each year (Fig. 2H). In autumn,
the overall mean population-level departure date was 17 October,
SD = 23.5 d, but it varied between years (autumn ΔAICc = 4.92 on
removal of year [2013 to 2019] from a model controlling for sex,
excluding 2011 and 2012 when only three individuals were tracked),
with fewer significant pairwise differences between years than for
spring (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). In contrast to spring, mean populationlevel autumn migration departure and arrival dates were not related
to mean autumn temperature on the breeding grounds (autumn
departure, Fig. 3F, ΔAICc = −11.66; autumn arrival, Fig. 3G,
ΔAICc = −9.72 on removal of temperature). Overall, within-year
population-level departures dates in autumn were twice as variable
as spring (variance test F132,151 = 0.191, P < 0.001).
Burnside et al.
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Materials and Methods
Study System. Asian houbaras breeding in Uzbekistan are migratory and winter
hundreds to thousands of kilometers to the south (32, 36). Their migration is
confined to the Central Asian flyway within the northern hemisphere, with
substantial climate connectivity between breeding and wintering sites. Breeding areas in Uzbekistan have a semiarid continental climate, with hot summers
(August mean 31.4 °C), cold winters (January mean −1 °C), and 134.5 mm of
annual precipitation mostly falling as winter snow and spring showers (37).
Wintering Asian houbara avoid areas >1,235 m above sea level, dispersing
widely into warm desert landscapes experiencing some winter rainfall (38). A
goose-sized bustard (Otididae), the species migrates using flapping flight, so
tailwinds are desirable to reduce energetic costs (18, 19). We tracked birds from
three subpopulations spanning 640 km longitudinally and 300 km latitudinally
(Fig. 1). Individuals show high interannual fidelity to both wintering and
breeding sites (30), and their migration behavior includes a potentially large
genetic component (30, 32).
Migratory Data. From autumn 2011 to spring 2019, we captured 48 houbaras
in order to study their migrations; 44 were snared as adults at their spring
display or nesting sites, one juvenile was caught by hand, and two adults and
one adult-sized juvenile were caught using a talon-baffled falcon during
autumn. Adults would previously have completed at least one return migration (32), and the two juveniles were included in the adult group from
their second migration onwards. The sample comprised 18 adult males from
three areas in Uzbekistan, namely the Ustyurt plateau (three males), Aral
Kum (six males), and Bukhara region (nine males) (Fig. 1), and 30 adult females from Bukhara only [owing to difficulties tracking and locating nests
elsewhere (30)]. Each was fitted with a backpack harness–mounted satellite
transmitter (Microwave Telemetry Argos/global positioning system [GPS]
Platform Transmitter Terminal [PTT]-100, either 30 [both sexes] or 45 g
[males only] models) that recorded 5 to 12 GPS fixes per day. Transmitters
weighed <3% of body mass (females = 1.25 kg ± 0.15 SD; males = 1.82 kg ±
0.31 SD weights at capture) and do not affect breeding performance (39), so
they are assumed to have minimal or no effect on migration.
These 48 individuals provided 152 autumn migration departures (mean 3.2
per individual, ranging from 2 to 7), and 44 individuals (17 males and 27
females) provided 132 spring departures (mean 3.0 per individual, ranging from
2 to 7). Step distance, duration (time), and speed (distance/time) between sequential GPS fixes were calculated using "adehabitatLT" (40) in R (41), allowing
steps to be classified as foraging (<2 kph) or transit (>2 kph), following ref. 32.
Migration onset was indicated by a step length >54 km (the maximum width of
a recorded postbreeding home range) away from the last fix in the postbreeding area after August or on the wintering grounds after February,
followed by a series of stopovers and further migratory steps on a similar
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between autumn and spring, with much greater fitness costs to
mistiming spring migration (5, 34) consistent with twofold greater
within-year variation of departure dates in autumn than in spring.
Wind, which was uncorrelated with the other candidate cues,
influenced the decision to migrate in autumn (tailwinds can be
expected at that time of year and, free of reproductive pressures,
birds can afford to wait for them), particularly for males that are
heavier than females and thus face greater energetic costs of flight.
In contrast, birds did exploit favorable winds in spring on average
but did not appear to use wind as a cue and sometimes even departed into headwinds. This fits with previous models proposing
that if the window for migration begins to close, due to a constraint
such as food availability, then birds depart regardless of wind
conditions (28).
Many bird populations have adjusted their migration schedules in response to climate change, but the mechanisms allowing
such adjustment have remained unclear (24, 35), with phenotypic
plasticity or microevolution often being proposed (23). Here, the
evidence supports the conclusion that adjustments in migration
departure can be driven by an individually consistent response to
environmental cues that are correlated between breeding and nonbreeding areas, which, in turn, generate individual plasticity in terms
of timing. That individual departure decisions are informed by
local temperature preadapts population-level climate responses
to earlier or more variable springs without genetic change in reaction
thresholds.

ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCES

Discussion
While there is a role played by photoperiod in migratory preparation (9, 12, 26, 27) and by wind in aiding migration (20, 28),
individuals commencing migration from their wintering sites showed
greater repeatability for temperature. In this flyway, temperatures on
the wintering grounds were strongly correlated with those on the
breeding grounds; this environmental connectivity thus provides
a reliable cue to inform departure decisions (1, 29). Individually
repeatable use of the temperature cue resulted in a measurable
population-level phenological response to annual variation in mean
spring temperatures at the breeding site, with earlier population
departure and arrival in warmer springs. Phenotypic plasticity of
individuals was fully compensatory across the range of variation
in annual spring temperatures observed here, owing to the repeatable response to the temperature cue. Importantly, the interindividual variation in temperatures at spring departure was strongly
and inversely related to departure latitude so that birds wintering
in southerly latitudes departed at warmer local temperatures. This
reflects the inverse relationship between climatic temperature and
latitude (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Despite birds starting from highly
disparate locations in winter (latitudinally spanning 1,200 km),
consistent individual decisions to depart according to latitudinally
mediated temperature allowed a population-level adjustment to
timing of departure according to variable annual temperature
conditions.
Individuals separated by large geographic and climatic distances
each displayed repeatable behavior in response to temperature,
which indicates an endogenous control that likely includes a heritable genetic component to the use of cues for migration departure
decisions (12). However, understanding how individual reaction
thresholds are established, as well as the contribution of genetics,
environment, and learning, requires further investigation. Genetics
can contribute to migration distance (wintering latitude) in this
species (30) and others (31), raising the possibility that wintering
latitude and the individual’s temperature cue threshold may be
genetically linked. However, early life experiences may also shape
an individual’s phenotypic responses to temperature cues, given the
geographic spread and potential uncertainties in the locations of
wintering sites available to naïve juveniles on their first migration
(32). Individual migration strategies (routes and wintering site) are
often established during the first migration of naïve juveniles,
which, on subsequent migrations, tend to be faithful to their first
wintering site (32). Temperature responses may be shaped in a
similar way. In support of this, experimental releases of captive-bred
Asian houbara into Central Asian populations wintered in colder
areas further north than wild counterparts, but their arrival times in
breeding areas were similar to those of wild birds (32). Lastly, in
long-lived species such as Asian houbara, accumulating experience
may fine-tune individual phenotypes (14, 33). The relative importance of learning and genotype to migratory cue responses could be
explored by parent-offspring comparisons, but the lekking behavior
of this species makes establishing paternity challenging. The
phenotypic flexibility in timing in Asian houbara can arise without
genetic change but only because of an individually consistent phenotypic response to temperature that, in this case, is adaptive. In
other species, the ability to adapt timing in response to environmental change without the need for genetic change may be constrained by the cues to which the response has evolved and how
those cues are coupled to environmental change (6, 7, 34).
For autumn departure, individuals again showed repeatable
responses in respect to temperature, but this could not be reliably
separated from a potential response to photoperiod, highlighting
the persistent problem of collinearity and autocorrelation when
investigating environmental migration cues (16, 23). In autumn, the
departure sites were much closer geographically than in spring,
when there was enough spatiotemporal variation between individuals to separate the cues. Evolutionary constraints also differ
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trajectory. Arrival dates for the population-level analysis were identified as
the last transition from transit to foraging when the breeding or wintering
site was reached. Female autumn departure dates were unaffected by
breeding outcome (SI Appendix, Fig. S6), but we could not gauge the age of
the tracked birds and acknowledge that migratory performance has the
potential to improve with age/experience (14, 32, 33).
Migration Departure Cues. For each individual in each year, environmental
conditions were extracted for the date and location of departure. Photoperiod (day length in hours) was calculated using the R package “geosphere”
(42). Temperature and wind data were downloaded using the Movebank
Environmental Data Automated Track Annotation System (43). This provides
mean daytime land surface temperature (Celsius) of the 8 d preceding the
date of departure and 8 d following arrival (extracted from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer [MODIS] Land Surface Day Temperature
0.05° [∼5.6 km] 8-d Terra [MOD11C2 V6]), interpolated (by inverse distance
weighting) from the four closest points as recommended by Movebank (43).
An 8-d mean product was chosen as it was less prone to short-term fluctuations than daily values, while monthly means had greater temporal overlap
between individuals, reducing predictor variance. As temperatures were
daytime only and measured from the earth’s surface, they are higher than
reported daily mean temperatures from weather stations. Wind velocity
(in meters per second) of the south–north (meridional) component at 10 m
above the earth’s surface was extracted from the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Global Atmospheric Reanalysis
ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA)-Interim dataset (44) at a 0.75° (∼83 km) spatial
resolution and six-hourly temporal resolution but was unavailable for 2020,
as the ERA-Interim dataset was discontinued, giving reduced sample sizes of
126 departures from 41 individuals in spring and 111 departures from
39 individuals in autumn. Negative values indicate winds from the north
(favorable in autumn) and positive values winds from the south (favorable in
spring). As Asian houbara mostly migrate at night (36), we consistently
extracted wind data from 22:00 hours (sunset is at ∼18:00 hours in autumn
and spring) on the departure day, irrespective of the timing of the last fix
prior to departure.
To be identified as triggering a migratory response, the candidate environmental cues under investigation must be uncorrelated (decoupled), ideally
through long-term monitoring of individuals over multiple years. Date is spatially invariable, while date-specific photoperiod varies with latitude; nevertheless, the date and photoperiod (extracted per individual departure date/
location) were near-perfectly correlated in both seasons (Pearson’s productmoment correlation, r = −0.996, DF = 150, and P < 0.001 for autumn; r =
0.928, DF = 130, and P < 0.001 for spring). Consequently, we examined photoperiod, not date, as this external cue is more likely to trigger migratory departure than an endogenous clock (2). Temperature varies with both date/
photoperiod and latitude and stochastically within seasons and between years.
Photoperiod and temperature were strongly negatively correlated for autumn
departure (r = −0.905, DF = 150, and P < 0.001; SI Appendix, Fig. S2A) when
departure locations were more spatially aggregated (Fig. 1) but showed greater
independence for spring departure (r = 0.433, DF = 130, and P < 0.001; SI
Appendix, Fig. S2B) when departure locations were widely spread (spanning
1,200 km latitude and 2,300 km longitude; Fig. 1). A latitudinal temperature
gradient across the region changes seasonally (SI Appendix, Methods S2), with
the rate at which temperature warms as a bird moves south being greatest
during the winter months (November to February, circa 1.5 °C change per degree latitude) but reversing in July to August when it is warmer to the north
(SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
To profile wind conditions in spring and autumn, we explored wind velocity on each day up to 5 d prior to departure and at further 5-d intervals up
to 25 d before departure. Overall, prevailing autumn winds were significantly
southward vectors prior to departure (for all lag intervals), while in spring no
pattern emerged, with weaker speeds and overall neutral mean wind directions (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Therefore, while birds may be expected to
wait for favorable winds to decide when to start migration, conditions were
predominantly favorable in autumn, so wind conditions are not likely to
limit the departure options, while in spring, birds would have fewer opportunities to start with a favorable wind, and there may be costs and
benefits to waiting for winds to aid migration.
Studies have linked migration movements to food availability and habitat
conditions at large geographic scales, often measured with remotely sensed
normalized density vegetation indices (NDVI) as a proxy (12, 13). However,
we did not include NDVI as a candidate cue because it does not provide a
consistent measure of habitat quality (or food availability) across the various
semiarid ecoregions of the Central Asian wintering range, owing to differences in vegetation structure and species composition (38).
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Analysis. Unless otherwise stated, responses to candidate predictor variables
were tested by their removal from a global generalized linear mixed model
(GLMM) containing all covariates, incorporating individual bird identity (ID) as a
random effect, and were considered influential if the AICc (adjusted for small
sample sizes) increased by ≥2 (45). To examine the within-year variation of
departure dates between spring and autumn, departure dates for each period
were standardized, the years pooled, and the differences in variance examined
using F tests. All statistics were performed using the software “R” (41).
Estimation of Individual Repeatability in Migration Cues. Repeatability (R), also
known as the intraclass correlation coefficient, measures the degree to which
individuals are each consistent in their behavior or responses. R ranges from
0 to 1, with 0 indicating that individuals show a similar magnitude of variation
in their repeated behavior as observed across the population, and 1 indicating
that multiple measurements of a trait expressed by an individual are identical,
with population-wide variance entirely due to differences between individuals (46). Repeatability, and its uncertainty, were estimated with the
package “rptR” (47) using GLMMs and parametric bootstrapping with 1,000
iterations. A response to a candidate cue was considered individually repeatable if R differed significantly from zero, tested by a likelihood ratio test
of the model including individual ID grouping factor against a model constraining the group-level variance to zero (47).
Systematic differences between groups of individuals can inflate estimates
of R if not accounted for within the repeatability model. As migration behaviors of birds can vary between sexes (32, 48) and breeding populations
(49), prior to estimating R, we tested whether the means of each cue differed between these groups using GLMMs. We found no support for any
influence of breeding population identity, which was therefore excluded
when estimating R. Where raw cue values differed between males and females, sex was included as an additive effect within the repeatability model.
Additionally, R for each cue was estimated separately for each sex.
The geographic spread of wintering sites, coupled with the high winter site
fidelity of Asian houbara (32), has the potential to generate a significant
individual repeatability estimate in daylength or temperature departure
conditions through spatiotemporal constraints and not an individual’s repeatable response to these conditions. This could occur when the variance in
these cues between wintering sites is greater than interannual variation
within individual sites for a limited departure date window. To address this,
we carried out additional model simulations of null departure scenarios that
quantified what repeatability could arise in daylength and temperature
solely as an artifact of the geographic and temporal constraints on individuals within the dataset. Each individual’s departure days were shuffled
between years within their own time series (constrained not to replicate the
observed date–temperature departure decision) and were resampled independently over 1,000 simulations, re-extracting the daylength and temperatures for the null dates. Repeatability was then estimated for each iteration
to generate a null distribution of R values for both cues. The null distribution
for each cue was then tested against the respective observed repeatability
estimate which arose from individual choice of daylength or temperature.
The procedure is fully described in SI Appendix, Methods S1.
For those cues for which R differed from zero, post hoc tests were used to
compare R estimates between cues (pooling sexes, controlling for sex if
appropriate, and separately within each sex) and also separately for each cue
between adult males and females. The simulated R values from each of the
bootstrap iterations with the grouping variable (cue or sex) as a covariate
were modeled using a generalized linear model (GLM) with binomial errors
and difference in cue means assessed using the z distribution with the critical
P values adjusted for multiple comparisons according to Chen (50).
Latitudinal Variation in Individual Migration Cues. As temperature, daylength,
and migratory distance all vary with latitude, we were curious whether repeatable individual responses to these cues might also vary systematically with
latitude, with birds that have greater distance to travel beginning migration
earlier, or at a cooler temperature. We separately related individuals’ departure
day, photoperiod, 8-d mean daytime surface temperature, and wind velocity to
departure latitude using GLMMs that incorporated the random effect of bird ID
to account for repeated measures from each individual.
Annual Population-Level Migration Timing and Arrival Temperatures Relative
to Year-Specific Seasonal Temperature. We examined the extent to which
these individual behaviors linked population-wide migration phenology to
annual variation in temperature on the breeding grounds. For each year, we
extracted the mean MODIS surface temperatures for the breeding ground
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arrival times relative to annual conditions, then individual arrival temperatures would be related to annual spring temperatures.

centroid in Bukhara (a consistent reference location) over a consistent 8-d
period spanning the mean 2013 to 2020 departure dates in spring, February
26 to March 5, and autumn, October 15 to 23. Then, separately for spring
and autumn migration, we related individual departure and arrival dates to
annual weather in Bukhara in a GLMM, incorporating bird ID as a random
effect. Finally, we related the annual mean spring temperature to the 8-d
mean temperature individuals experienced following arrival at their
breeding site. We used a GLMM incorporating bird ID as a random effect
and sex as an additive effect. We hypothesized that if birds were adjusting
their phenology to arrive to the breeding sites at consistent temperatures
each year (fully compensating), then there would be no relation between
individual arrival temperature and annual spring temperatures. In contrast,
if birds were either not adjusting or were under- or over-compensating their
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